
Student Agreement / Print Your Name  __________________________________ 


Waivers signed? Medical History ? Doctors approval ?


1. Have you paid for Online class, Rental fees, Completed Required Online Homework and 
Review Exam at Hollywood Divers.? 


2. Schedule Pool Dives and Ocean Dives . Your Water instructor will provide the info and 
Locations. Are you getting ready for a dive trip? if so, We can Refer you with proper 
Paperwork to your Tropical Destination. Finish Your SCUBA Training on Vacation.


3. HOLLYWOODIVERS.COM, INC Student pre-requisites. Please adhere to these rules.

Have Patience. Be prepared to Train Several Days to Earn your Desired Certification.


4. Alcohol and Diving do not mix. Hangover / Sea sickness are avoidable reasons why 
students don’t pass water training. All Instructors Agree, Do Not Use Alcohol the night 
before SCUBA Training, If you are Prone to seasickness, use appropriate Medications.


5. You must be Comfortable swimming. If you are out of shape, uncomfortable in the water, or 
suffer from claustrophobia, you may need additional water days for safety, Extra Training is to 
be paid to your water Instructor. We Strongly Believe that Private training is the only way 
that SCUBA Should be taught. No more than 2 Students is Best. Private SCUBA instructors 
in the L.A. Area Charge by the Day as they are freelance and independent. Think of them Like 
your Personal Fitness Trainer, but for SCUBA.

 Certification agreement initial and Agree to each point. 
1. I promise to be on time, with a clear head and all my equipment. I understand that no 
instructor is responsible for training me if I am Hungover, Sick, Missing required gear or Late. 
The Instructor has the final say on this. Extra Training days may apply _____.

2. If I forget my required gear and rent it at the dive site, these fees are not covered by 
HOLLYWOODIVERS.COM, INC It is not the Independent Instructors duty to bring extra 
gear to the site. _____

3. Hollywoodivers Inc rentals are subject to rinse fees $20 per item and late fees $65 per 
day. Please bring your rentals back no later than 1 day after your class Finishes. Bring it back 
clean. No Sand or Dirt. No Smell. Freshwater Wet is okay.  _____

4. Please take precautions against Rental gear theft. If the Rental gear is lost or stolen, I am 
responsible for gear replacement fees. _____

5. I promise to never use the gear without supervision of my scuba instructor. _____

6. I understand that weather is unpredictable and the instructor or boat captain has final 
discretion over diving activities. If conditions are deemed unsafe, it is for your protection 
and a make up day will need to be scheduled with your water Instructor. _____

7. I understand I am not paying for a certification card. Hollywood Divers will Help you find a 
qualified Independent Water Instructor. I am Responsible for all Planning and execution of 
training with that Instructor_______ 
8. I will prepare for the water sessions by doing all required homework including breathing in 
through my snorkel and exhaling through my nose while my face is submerged in water, 
with no mask. Sink or bathtub ok. _____

9. If I do not dive within 6 months of my certification or 6 months have elapsed between diving. 
I will take a refresher course from any certified SCUBA Instructor to help me remember proper 
diving technique and safe practices. _____





